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EDITORIAL MESSAGES
By Paul D. Humke and Clifford E. Weil

Thanks. The Managing Editors wish to thank Gabriela Ene, who typed two
manuscripts for this issue.

Thanks also to Valerie Golda, who assisted Cliff Weil with his editorial
duties for Volume 26. She will be performing the same task for the next
volume as well.

Apologies. The Managing Editors wish to apologize for the unusual delay in
the publishing of the previous issue. The cause of the delay was the new policy
of binding the conference reports separately. The change was made for two
reasons. First binding restrictions limit the number in each issue to about 500.
As such continuing the practice of including the conference reports in the fall
issue would have resulted in postponing the publication of several Inroads and
Research articles, which is contrary to one of the basic premises of the Real
Analysis Exchange. Second, conference participants who are not subscribers
to the Real Analysis Exchange will now be able to obtain a copy of the reports
at a very reasonable cost. We plan to continue binding the annual conference
reports separate from the fall issue. As on all matters, we welcome comments
from readers.

We also apologize for the confusion about subscription notices. Our affilia-
tion with the MSU Press is still in its formative stages and as such, sometimes
errors occur. We believe the misunderstandings have been corrected and the
next subscription notice you get should be very informative and complete.

MSU Press. If any of our readers is contemplating writing a book, either a
text book or a memoir on a subject in mathematics, please consider the MSU
Press for your publisher. They are affiliated with Michigan State University
and are therefor a non-profit organization. For that reason their publication
costs are much lower than commercial publishers and they will advertise your
book or memoir in the Real Analysis Exchange free of charge.

Vasile Ene Memorial Fund. The Real Analysis Exchange established this
fund with a contribution of $1,000.00. It is an endowment fund whose revenue
will be used to pay the living expenses of young Romanian mathematicians
attending the annual summer symposia sponsored by the Real Analysis Ex-
change. All readers of the Exchange are invited to contribute to this fund.

Special Subscribers Fund. This fund helps pay the subscriptions costs for
the approximately 40 subscribers for whom the cost is prohibitive. In spite of
the generous contributions made by many of our individual subscribers, the
fund doesn’t cover the full cost of these special subscriptions. Please consider
making a contribution to this fund.
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Contributions. You may make a contribution to these funds at the time
you make your annual subscription payment. Or to make a contribution at
any other time, please send a check payable Michigan State University Press
to the address below and please indicate how much you intend to contribute
to each fund. It is our understanding that these contributions will be treated
as a contribution to Michigan State University and would therefore be tax
deductible for US tax payers.

Michigan State University Press
1405 South Harrison Road
Suite 25, Manly Miles Building
East Lansing, MI 48823-5202
USA

Web Site. We invite you to visit our Web site and tell us what else you would
like to see there. The address is

http://www.stolaf.edu/people/analysis


